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FOR RASPBERRIES AND BLUEBERRIES 
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 “DUNĂREA DE JOS” UNIVERSITY OF GALAŢI 
 

Rezumat. Metoda prezentată foloseşte pentru congelare azot lichid, care are avantajul costului redus, fiind 
obţinut ca produs secundar în urma procesului de separare a aerului. Lucrarea prezintă aspecte legate de 
congelarea criogenică cu azot lichid a fructelor de pădure (zmeură şi afine): durata procesului, influenţa a diferiţi 
parametri, avantajele şi dezavantajele metodei. Congelarea rapidă constă în folosirea într-un congelator criogenic 
atât a căldurii latente de vaporizare a azotului lichid, cât şi a căldurii specifice a vaporilor de azot formaţi, a căror 
temperatură creşte până la temperatura finală a produsului congelat.  
Cuvinte cheie: congelare criogenică, fructe de pădure, conservarea alimentelor.. 

Abstract. Considering the demands for reduction of fuel consumption involved in generation of electrical energy 
needed for classical refrigeration systems, this method uses for freezing liquid nitrogen obtained as secondary 
product at oxygen production. The resulted nitrogen gas is discharged in the environment, and, being chemically 
inert, it does not contribute to generation of harmful chemical components. This paper presents some aspects 
concerning raspberries and blueberries freezing using liquid nitrogen: duration of the process, influence of 
various parameters, advantages and disadvantages of this modern method. Quick freezing of food products in a 
cryogenic freezer consist in the use latent heat of evaporation of the liquid nitrogen, as well as of the sensible heat 
of the vapors, whose temperature increase up to final temperature of the frozen product.   
Key words: berries, freezing, food preservation, nitrogen. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Freezing is the favorite modern mean for best 
preservation of nutrient and organoleptical properties 
of a large number of alimentary products, ensuring 
long term preservation. Direct contact freezing 
using liquids (nitrogen or CO2), is done either by 
sinking the product in a cold liquid or by spraying 
the product with this liquid. Nitrogen is chemically 
passive, colorless, odorless and tasteless. At 77.36 
K and a pressure of 760 mm Hg, 1 liter of liquid 
nitrogen flashes to 650 l of gas. After usage the 
gaseous nitrogen is discarded in the environment, 
without any danger of suffocation for the workers. 

The liquid can evaporate or not, but in either 
cases, the method has the main advantage of a 
great improvement of the heat transfer coefficient 
between the product to be frozen and the refrigerant. 

Using cryogenic systems one can avoid the large 
investment required for a compression refrigeration 
system, using only from time to time cold delivery in 
the shape of the liquefied cryogenic fluid. 

 
2. MATHEMEATICAL MODEL 

Freezing is the process by which most of the 
water from the cellular liquid and the water from a 

product's tissues (capillary vases, intercellular spaces) 
is turned into ice. Water crystallization temperature 
ranges between -1…-5 °C, at which 60…75 % of the 
whole water content turns into solid. 

The process must be continued afterwards by 
subcooling the product to a final temperature of -
18…-25 °C, at which 90…95 % of the water content 
turns into solid. Thermal core temperature is a main 
indicator of the end of the freezing process as it can 
be with maximum 3…5 °C higher than the products' 
storage temperature. 

International Institute of Refrigeration established 
the following conditions: final temperature of the 
products thermal core  -15 ºC, average final 
temperature  -18 ºC. Freezing process of a food 
product is a typically transient heat and mass transfer 
process. Transfer phenomenon is complex due to the 
phase change of the solidifying water and of the 
transport properties of the product (thermal con-
ductivity, specific heat, etc.). 

Computing methods use some simplifying 
assumptions which allow establishing some simple 
calculus relations for the freezing duration (according 
to Plank): 

 all the heat is drawn from the product at the 
freezing point temperature, 
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 the products are homogenous and isotropic, 
 the cooling surroundings has a constant tem-

perature, 
 the product has already been cooled down to 

the freezing temperature. 
Total duration of the freezing process is 

(Niculiţă, P., Purice, N., 1986): 

 srcgrc  [s] (1) 

where: r [s] is the primary refrigeration 
duration; cg [s] – freezing duration; sr [s] – 
product duration subcooling; 

Primary refrigeration duration can be computed 
from the following relation: 
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where: m is the product mass;  – density; c – 
specific heat;  – convection coefficient; s – pro-
duct's external area; tI – initial temperature; tf – final 
temperature; tmI – cooling surrounding temperature 
(zone I); 

For a spherical shape product, freezing duration 
can be determined using Plank's formula (Porneală 
S., 2000): 
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where: tcg is the freezing temperature; tmII – cooling 
surrounding temperature (zone II);  – convection 
coefficient; r0 – sphere radius; lcg – freezing latent 
heat;  – density;  – thermal conductivity; 

The duration for subcooling of the frozen 
product to the final average temperature (tmf) can 
be calculated using Plank's relation: 
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where: cm is the frozen product average specific 
heat; n – dimensionless coefficient, whose values 
depends on the Biot dimensionless group, defined 
by: 

 



Bi   where  = r0, (7) 

tcg – freezing final temperature; tmII – cooling 
surrounding temperature (zone III); tmIII – thermal 
core final temperature of the product. 

Table 1 

Values for the dimensionless coefficient n vs. Bi [4] 

Bi 0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 10  

N 1.21 1.188 1.156 1.112 1.06 1.02 1.00

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The paper analyses the freezing process duration 
for blueberries and raspberries. The products were 
frozen in a custom designed and built freezing 
tunnel. The cooling environment average tempe-
ratures (tmI, tmII, tmIII) as well as the product 
temperatures (tcg, tmIII) were measured using digital 
display thermocouples. 

Various properties of the considered products 
are presented in the following table. 

 
Table 2  

Various properties of the considered products 

Property\
Product 

tc 
[C]

cpI  
[kJ/kgK]

cpIII  
[kJ/kgK] 

lcg 
[kJ/kg] 

λ  
[W/m-K]

ρ  
[kg/m3]

Blueberries -2.6 3770 1930 288.4 0.54 1000 

Raspberries -1.1 3520 1840 283.8 0.49 998 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As one can notice in Figure 1, increased size of 
products radius r0 in the range of 1 … 10 mm 
leads, as expected, to increased partial durations, 
and therefore an increased total duration for the 
entire freezing process. For the same product size, 
due to the different properties, blueberries have a 
slightly longer process time than raspberries (for 
the reference case with r0 = 5e-03 m: tot blueberries = 
= 3.59 min, and tot raspberry = 3.02 min) (see Fig. 2). 

Fig. 3 shows the influence on convection 
coefficients 1,2,3 on corresponding process times. 
As it can be seen, the most powerful influence is 
the one of the cooling coefficient. Reference values 
were: 1 = 35 W/m2-K, 2 = 530 W/m2-K, 3 = 25 
W/m2-K (Damian V., Vasilescu C., 1997). 
 

 

Fig. 1. Influence of product radius on partial and total  
freezing times. 
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Fig. 2. Total freezing time vs. product radius. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Influence of convection coefficients  
on corresponding times. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

Considering some aspects concerning the 
environment and durable development (Carmen 
Cătălina Ioan, 2008), one may consider that this 
modern and environmentally friendly method of 
fast freezing using liquid nitrogen may be also 
used for other forest fruits (such as: underbrush, 
brambleberries, etc.) or various other food products. 

The main advantages of liquid nitrogen 
freezing are: 

 simple design, small space required and easy 
cleaning; 

 short startup and freezing times, movable 
freezers can be designed; 

 reduced weight losses; 
 investment costs are with 50% smaller than 

for vapor compression systems, and there are no 
maintenance costs involved; 

 the system can be used for various food 
products with no modifications; 

 fully automation is possible, no defrost ne-
cessary (there are no evaporators); 

 due to the high freezing speed, the formed ice 
crystals are very small and they do not damage the 
frozen products cells, thus keeping the initial color 
and taste; no preliminary product cooling is required; 

 liquid nitrogen is obtained almost “for free” 
as an auxiliary product in oxygen production. 

The main disadvantage of this freezing method 
is: 

 energy consumption for production of gaseous 
nitrogen is 16.5 kWh/100 Nm3 (Şerban A., Chiriac 
F., 2006) and the price of liquid nitrogen (at 77.36 
K) is 0.3 €/l, therefore, the cost of cryogenic 
freezing using liquid nitrogen is just 7.3 % of total 
price of the frozen product (Damian V., Vasilescu 
C., 1997).  

 the high cost of liquid nitrogen, but con-
sidering that freezing cost accounts only for 7,3 % 
of the product's price, one may disregard this 
disadvantage. 
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